
SACRED STORIES PUBLISHING, LLC 
COMMON SENTIENCE CONTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT 

The individual ________________________________ (“Contributor”) gives Sacred Stories Publishing, LLC 
(“Publisher”) permission to publish their submitted story tentatively titled _______________________________ 
(“Work”) in Publisher’s book titled _______________ (“Book”) in the book series Common Sentience (“Series”) 
submitted through the website submission form (“Form”) on the Sacred Stories website. This Common Sentience 
Contributor Agreement (“Agreement”) is entered into on _____________ and is effective on the date the last 
party executes it. 

The Contributor name to be used in the Book is ____________________________. Contributor acknowledges 
that Publisher has the right to use, and to license others to use, Contributor’s Work, Contributor’s name, and 
Contributor’s biographical material submitted in the Form for inclusion in the Book, and in the marketing, 
advertising, and other promotion of the Book and Series. 

Contributor warrants to Publisher that their Work is original to the Contributor in form and content and that the 
Work has not been previously published in book form by another publisher without specific rights to republish 
it. Contributor warrants to Publisher that the Work is free and clear of any libelous content, plagiarism, breach 
of privacy, or misrepresentation of facts. Contributor warrants that they are the sole owner of the story with full 
power to submit their Work. Contributor agrees to indemnify Publisher in the event that claims by third-parties 
are made against the Work for whatever reason. 

Contributor will retain full copyright of their Work in its original form (“Original Form”) as submitted to 
Publisher and before any edits to the Work. Contributor is allowed to use the Original Form of their Work at 
any time now or in the future without referencing it to the Book. Contributor is not allowed to include the Book 
on their Amazon author page. Publisher will own the copyright in the Book, which includes any and all of the 
Contributor’s Work included therein, in its final form as published in the Book. 

Contributor understands that Publisher will professionally edit Contributor’s Work, possibly including the title 
of the Work, so that the Work is grammatically correct and content fits into the final Book in accordance with 
the vision of the Publisher. Editing will be completed without input from the Contributor although the 
Contributor will be emailed their edited story for a courtesy review to check for correctness. Contributor must 
respond within one week of the story being sent for their input to be considered. 

Contributor may order print copies of the Book directly from Publisher at up to a 50% discounted rate plus 
shipping, handling, tax, and applicable fees. The minimum order is ten (10) print copies of the Book shipped to 
a single address. The print copies of the Book that Contributor buys they may resell at retail rate and retain the 
proceeds. Contributor understands that other than the print copies they may resell, they are not to receive 
monetary compensation or other form of compensation for their Work or royalties from the sales of the Book. 

Contributor agrees to be bound by all terms to this Agreement as set forth above. 

____________________________ 
Contributor’s Signature 

____________________________ 
Printed Name 
____________________________ 
Date 


